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CIRCULAR NO.2019-043
TO ALL CLUB SECRETARIES
Completion of result sheet
Secretaries and Coordinators are asked to remind their Pennant side managers to check
that the Result Sheet has been completed correctly.
Some of the issues the Match committee is having are as follows.
1) Rink scores or number of ends won by each rink not being entered.
2) Clubs that have more than 1 player with the same surname and first name initial, not
being identified as to who is who.
3) Wrong initial and incorrect spelling of surname.
4) The same team being written on both sides of score sheet.
5) Totals at bottom of sheet not being entered correctly
It is obvious to the Match committee that most problems occur with the away side as it is the
home team manager that is completing the results sheet and the manager of the away team is
not checking it is correctly filled in.
If there is a discrepancy in the score, the first question asked by the Zone or State Match
committee is, “did the managers sign the sheet?” if it has been signed it is official!
If filled in electronically, entering a name in the manager’s space is the same as signing.
So managers MUST check the Results Sheet
Attached is a scoresheet to help managers complete them correctly.
When completing the bottom of the sheet, please remember
Total Shots =
Win Points =
Rinks Won =
Total Points =
Ends Won =

this is the Master Board Score
this is the points for Master Board so it can only be 7-0 or 3.5 each side
this is the number of rinks won by both sides, 1, 2 or 3
this is total match points, eg, 10-0, 9-1, 8-2, 9.5-0.5, 8.5-1.5
this is total ends won each side in a full completed match will add up to 63

The best method of completing results sheet is to type on computer, however the match
committee are aware that this is not always possible so they ask that the Results sheet, if
being hand written, are PRINTED CLEARLY showing full name of player and Bowls NSW rego
numbers where possible.
And remember Results are to be phoned to 49293441 ASAP after match and results sheets
forwarded via email to zone2@ndba.com.au or louise@ndba.com.au or, which is proving easy
and popular, at text of a CLEAR photo of results sheet to 0448 803 590
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